Application Of Social Media In Organization
Nowadays, social media influences almost every career. Every company can use social media
to adapt departments, entrainment, online network, increase knowledge, lifestyle application. In
my view, social media could be used successfully in organizations in Brand awareness, Check
feedback, Analysis and Extract dat.
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Firstly, social media can increase brand awareness, for example by advertising on Facebook,
Twitter or Instagram. Some target groups and behavior of customer use this type of social
media advertisement challenges the view that networks systems provide banks get to a wide
cluster of buyer social profiles, permitting more noteworthy knowledge and clarity over the
customer’s behavior on such sites to read reviews before buying or deciding. Factor diversity
from social media, improving public sector is clearly data sharing, open benefit arrangement,
and choice making. This process can be brand awareness from client by social media or other
application screens by customer behavior, reviews brand. A problem research in social media
currently, learning response of behavioral for example, click pass social media price of products
and motivation of the deal.
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Second, feedback is important for companies on social media can provide information about
customer requirements Khan et al state that social media counting to websites and application
that help reaction between usage by giving them with the chance to sharing detail, idea, and
attendance. Applications include “variety of tools and technologies that includes collaborative
projects”. When organizations have a new product to sell in the market, Facebook and Twitter,
for example, can check feedback from clients about what they like or do not like. The advantage
of social media diligently affects the delight of social media utilization. Social media consult
advantage involving, connections, attaining information and amusement. Feedback access new
goods and service to customer’s comment and share that benefits to organization successful.
Next, organizations can analyze and extract data from social media such as processed research
market strategies. This can increase more revenue. The perspective of social and analytics
empower origination term of new idea goods, supporting of raising buyer. Analyzing data from
result produce new idea and, for example, Facebook has a fan page to like and shear your
content from organization’s information and activities for research market getting process or
strategy research to next new product for example, some researchers mention that financial
institution follows acceptance customer and rates of retention evaluate their ability to promoting,
developing, leveraging, or defending brand and offering. Analyzing predict purchasing of
customers in the future. Company customer relates to managing systems in addition to online
processing, long relationship, mobile support, and social media technology include the
relationship to target, acquire, understand, and trace by the purchaser.
Moreover, analysis and extraction of data can lead to brand loyalty. Researchers suggest that
social media back maintaining of social relationship and new connections formative. Finally,
social media can help in managing a department such as online management to check orders
like with Facebook which potential customers can use to check goods online. Costin suggests
that almost company know term social space, organizations commenced or short term planning
to transform power a fraction of social achievement.
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Online banking is some kind of management such as manage financial for example the banking
system of Romanian is well capitalized and doesn’t need help, Romanian’s bank attempt to
long term development. Managing training online is teaching with online using applications
platforms to increase worker performance almost worldwide company using social system
technology to a greater extent as platform of advertisements. For example, Feacbook’s
fanpage has training about using new technology to improve workers’ performance and in
YouTube application has a video to support and ability to help to manage a department. In
conclusion, social media can be used successfully in companies. Workers who work in the
organization should adapt their skill and ways to find a new market and customer relationship.
Organizations will increasingly use Facebook, Twitter and to become more successful both
domestically in that worldwide market.
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